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Software Release 7.2.19.0 
Release Date: June 9, 2015 

Purpose: Software maintenance release to address customer reported issues. 

 

Important Notices 

 
Supported Hardware for Release 7.2.19.0 

Refer to the ERS 8800 Release Notes for a complete list of supported hardware - Release Notes — Software Release 

7.2.10.0 Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 available at https://support.avaya.com 

 

Upgrade Notes 

This section describes the Ethernet Routing Switch 8800 Software Release 7.2.19.0 software files. 

Before you upgrade, it is recommended to verify the MD5 signature for each new file to be used.  

For upgrade procedures, see Upgrades — Software Release 7.2.10.0 Avaya Ethernet Routing Switch 8800/8600 

available at https://support.avaya.com 

 

Important Upgrade Note for systems using NLB configuration: 

Due to a software issue present in releases older than 7.1.5.4 or 7.2.1.1 / 7.2.10.x, the system saves the “ip arp static-mcast” 
related configuration to the config file in an incorrect way as listed below. The parts shown in red are incorrect and should not 
have been saved. Loss of configuration can result upon system boot up when booting from a config file with this error in it. 
The reason is that the config-loading operation, that happens upon system boot up, stops prematurely and configuration 
data that falls beyond the portion below does not get applied.  

 

router vrf <vrf name> 

ip arp static-mcast <ip add> <mcast Mac addr> vid <vlan id> <ports> 

exit 

exit 

exit 

exit 

exit 

exit 

exit 

exit 

exit 

 

If these extra fields exist in a currently saved config file, these “exit” lines must be manually removed from the saved conf ig 
by getting the file from the ERS 8x00 to a workstation, editing the file (using Notepad) and then downloading the corrected 
configuration file back onto the ERS 8x00 device. It is strongly recommended that a backup copy of the clean config file be 
saved off on the flash to use in case of emergency. Note that any time a “save config” operation is performed, the incorrect 
fields will get saved again and will need correcting. 

 

This problem is not present in this release. However, if upgrading a system from a release older than 7.1.5.4 or 
7.2.1.1/7.2.10.x directly to 7.2.19.0, care needs to be taken to ensure the upgrade is performed using a config file that is free 
from these errors. 

 

https://support.avaya.com/
https://support.avaya.com/
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Important Upgrade Note for systems with 8895 CPUs and Dual Input Power Supplies (8005DI 1170W/1492W 120/240V Dual 

AC-input Power Supply) if upgrading from releases older than 7.1.5.2 or 7.2.1.1: 

Background: 

 An I2C bus hung state can result in systems with 8895 CPUs and 8005 Dual Input (DI) Power supplies running pre-
7.1.5.2 or pre-7.2.1.1 release. The system will continue to function properly even with the I2C bus in a hung state. 
However when system is rebooted, the reboot will fail due to “Chassis SEEPROM read error” and device will remain 
in a software hung state and potentially become inaccessible. 

 This issue is fixed in release 7.1.5.2 and higher software release versions and in 7.2.1.1 and higher software 
release versions. 

 While normal operation is not impacted by the I2C bus being in a hung state, switch initialization (reboot) IS 

impacted and additional steps need to be taken as part of the upgrade to ensure the switch recovers properly. 
Failing to follow the additional steps (see ‘special procedure’) below will result in a failed upgrade and the device will 
remain in a software hung state upon reboot and potentially become inaccessible. 
 

Monitoring: 

 The device can be monitored periodically using the “show sys info” (ACLI: show sys-info) command. Note: Only run 
this command on the Primary CPU. 

 If the Fan temperature reading shows “0”, it is indicative of a hung I2C. 

 The system will continue to function properly without issue even with the I2C bus in a hung state and will only pose 
issues upon reboot & upgrades. See the ‘special procedure’ in the ‘Upgrade Instructions’ section below on how to 
deal with such a situation. 
 

Upgrade Steps: 

 Ensure someone is physically present near the device, in case a power cycle is needed to recover the system. 

 Download the 7.2.19.0 software release onto the device and get all the pre-sets done as you would in a normal 
upgrade. However DO NOT issue the reset or reboot command. - Run the “show sys info” command. If the Fan 
temperature reading shows “0”, it is indicative of a hung I2C. If this is the case, you need to follow special procedure 
below: 

1. Once all pre-work is complete, power the chassis off 
2. Remove ALL power supplies from chassis by turning off all switches on all power supplies and unplugging 

the power cable from the outlet. Hold them out for a minimum of 30 seconds. This allows the capacitors in 

the supply to discharge and ensure the supply has gone completely cold electrically. This step ensures the 
I2C bus will start clean on power-up. 

3. Reinsert all the necessary power supplies into the chassis securely. 
4. Power on the chassis 

a) Make sure you have at least one PC with working console access to CPU (start with CPU in slot 
5 if only one console terminal available). 

b) (For chassis with dual CPUs): Pull out CPU in slot 6 
c) Power up the chassis power supplies (all) and monitor console output 
d) Hit <RETURN> repeatedly and stop the booting process at monitor mode 
e) At monitor mode, run command: ‘ boot /flash/p80b<new_sw_load>.img’ 

 Chassis will reboot again and this time do not hit any ENTER but just watch on console 
as CPU powers-up normally 

 If chassis has only one CPU, then go to step 5. If chassis has two CPUs then go to next 
step, f. 

f) Connect console and terminal to console port on CPU-6 
g) Insert spare CPU in slot-6 
h) Repeat steps d – e on CPU-6 console. 

5. The chassis should boot successfully with the 7.2.19.0 software that it was preconfigured to load.  

 If fan temperature readings were normal, you do not need to do the above procedure. You can simply complete the 
upgrade using the normally outlined upgrade procedures. 

 The chassis should boot successfully with the 7.2.19.0 or higher software that it was preconfigured to load.  

 If for any reason the chassis is hung during software initialization during this upgrade boot, you can recover it using 
the above noted special procedure. 
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Important Operational Notes 

 Do not use TFTP to transfer large files to/from the device. There is a possibility of causing stack overflow and 

potential system reset. FTP should be used instead. 

 Out of band management network addressing scheme should be kept completely disjoint from in-band 

network addressing, ensuring that no overlap results. Any overlap between the management network and in-

band network can result in network loops and severely affect network performance. A configuration with overlap 

between management and user address schemes is not supported. 

 The “verbose mode” feature of CLI/ACLI is to be used to generate a verbose mode configuration for the sole 

purpose of viewing default configuration options. Sourcing or loading of such a “verbose” config file is not 

supported. Only a non-verbose configuration should be used for device operation. 

 Configuration of non-IST inter-switch links running parallel to an inter-switch IST is not a valid configuration and can 

result in network loops. This kind of configuration should never be done. 

 It is important to make sure that a system upgrade does not result in a condition where the system boots with mis-

matched boot-monitor image (“b” or “be” image) and run-time image (“a”, “ae” or “m” image). This can result in 

incorrect system behaviour. Please follow correct procedure to boot with the boot-monitor image  

 Special care must be taken when upgrading dual-CP systems running in hot-standby HA mode. The two CPs need 

to be booted in a specific order within a very specific time gap between them. Booting outside of these 

guidelines can result in upgrade failure. Further, upgrade of IO cards will not take place if this procedure is not 

followed correctly resulting in software release mismatch between CP and IO cards resulting in malfunction of the 

system. 

 Show commands such as “show sys info” that access system level information or SNMP gets/walks that access 

system MIB should never be run from/against the Backup CPU.  

 For 8812 ports utilizing LRM transceivers, link establishment may require an additional 15-20 seconds due to the 

synchronization/training time required for hardware linear mode equalization.  The delays will be proportional to the 

number of LRM transceivers populating the lane. 

 SMLT / IST ports enter a special “hold-down” state transition immediately after reboot, as the system comes up and 

until it reaches full operational state. As such any dynamic configuration changes or movement of SMLT/IST ports 

should not be done until system is completely up and all ports have reached their normal run-time states.  

 Diagnostic features such as PCAP, Port Mirroring and DDM should be used cautiously as incorrect usage or over-

usage of these features can adversely affect the device operations. 

 The dos-chkdsk should only be run in a maintenance window. 

 Ensure PCMCIA and flash have sufficient space available on them. Having large number of files on these or not 

having enough available space can cause system to malfunction. 

 Live removal of PCMCIA / Compact flash is not supported and it can result in system reset. The “dos-stop /pcmcia” 

or “pcmcia-stop” command should be used to stop the device before it can be removed. Additionally before issuing 

the command, all user-driven and system-driven read/write activity to the device must be disabled by the user. 

Logging to PCMCIA, CLI Logging, SNMP Logging must be disabled and any manual or automated commands that 

would result in a write to PCMCIA should be blocked before running the “dos-stop /pcmcia” or the “pcmcia-stop” 

command.  

 Use of the “%” character in snmpv3 command parameters such as user names, group names, group access 

names, password etc. is not supported and can result in system reset. [wi01137738]  

 While enabling the SLPP SOP congestion feature on IST peers, it is recommended to configure the SOP 

congestion port-down interval in accordance with the SLPP packet-threshold interval configured on the IST peers. 

This will prevent  both the SMLT links being  taken down simultaneously  due to sop-congestion [wi01177797] 
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 For ACLI/CLI command “tacacs switch level [<level>] “ in TACACS, a default user level 15 is not supported since it 

is associated with legacy modules. The default user level should be set to 6 [wi01189027] 

 

 

File Names for This Release  

 

Module or file Type Description File name Size in 

bytes 

Tar file of all software Deliverables (includes images that also 

contain encryption software) 

pr86_72190.tar.gz 69,555,916 
 

 

Boot monitor image for 8692 
SF/CPU 

8692 CPU and switch fabric firmware p80b72190.img 1,200,990 
 

Boot monitor image for 8895 

SF/CPU 

8895 CPU and switch fabric firmware p80be72190.img 1,270,112 
 

Run-time image for 8692 

SF/CPU 

Run-time image for 8692 SF/CPU p80a72190.img 17,085,100 
 

Run-time image for 8895 

SF/CPU 

Run-time image for 8895 SF/CPU p80ae72190.img 16,019,174 
 

Run-time image for R 

modules 

Run-time image for R modules p80j72190.dld 1,922,120 
 

Run-time image for RS 

modules 

Run-time image for RS modules p80k72190.dld 1,990,676 
 

Run-time image 
for Enterprise 
Enhanced 
SF/CPU 
Daughter Card 

(SuperMezz)  

Image for the SuperMezz Card p80m72190.img 17,168,202 
 

3DES for 8692 

SF/CPU 

Encryption module for privacy protocol with 
Secure Shell (SSH)  

p80c72190.des 56,124 
 

3DES for 8895 
SF/CPU 

 

Encryption module for privacy protocol with 
Secure Shell (SSH) 

 

p80ce72190.des 

 
51,972 
 

AES for 8692 
SF/CPU 

 

Encryption module for privacy protocol with 
Secure Shell (SSH) 

 

p80c72190.aes (this image 
includes the 3DES image) 

 

27,644 
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AES for 8895 
SF/CPU 

 

Encryption module for 
privacy protocol with 
Secure Shell (SSH) 

 

p80ce72190.aes (this 
image 
includes the 3DES image) 

 

25,316 
 

MIB MIB files p80a72190.mib 5,703,307 
 

MIB (zip file) 

 

Zip file containing MIBs 

 

p80a72190.mib.zip 

 
899,384 
 

MD5 checksum 

File 

md5 checksums of all 
Release 7.2.11.0 software files 

 

p80a72190.md5 

 
1,249 
 

 

FOQ for R modules Feedback output queuing FPGA firmware foq267.xsvf 5,320,469 
 

BMC for R modules BAP memory controller FPGA firmware bmc776.xsvf 2,640,266 
 

DPC for R modules Dual port Controller FPGA firmware dpc194.xsvf 2,642,001 
 

PIM8630GBR Programmable I/O module FPGA firmware; 

for the 8630GBR only 

PI_769.xsvf 2,284,578 
 

Firmware for RS modules Contains FOQ, BMC, DPC, mirroring, and 

loopback images 

rs_dpm_fpga.bin 4,538,368 
 

PIM images for 

RS modules 

 

PIM FPGA firmware required for 8612XLRS 

module only 

pim8612XLRS.bin 60,183 
 

PIM FPGA firmware required for 8634XGRS 

module only 

pim8634XGRS.bin 78,173 
 

PIM FPGA firmware required for 8648GBRS 

module only 

pim8648GBRS.bin 79,891 
 

PIM FPGA firmware required for 8648GTRS 

module only 

pim8648GTRS.bin 

 

54,441 
 

 

MPLS trace file Trace file for MPLS. This is auto generated 

and appears on the PCMCIA after upgrade. 

nbpdtrc.lo0 variable 

 

EDM help files 

 
Help files for EDM GUI ers8000v7210_HELP_EDM

_gzip.zip 

3,995,737 
 

 

EDM plug-in for 
COM 

EDM plug-in for COM ers8000v7.2.18.0.zip 

 

5,338,726 
 

Copyright File containing copyright information ERS8k.7.2.19.0_Copyright.

pdf 
266,541 
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Version of Previous Release 

Software Version 7.2.18.0 

 

Compatibility 

This software release is managed with Enterprise Device Manager (EDM). 

Note: Updated EDM Help files and a new EDM plug-in version (v7.2.18.0) for COM are included with this release. Those 

must also be updated as part of upgrading to release 7.2.19.0. 

 

Changes in This Release 

 

New Feature in This Release 

None 

 

Old Features Removed From This Release 

None 

 

Problems Resolved in This Release 

 RSMLT peer information changes are not dynamically updated on executing the command “config ip rsmlt info" or when 

viewed from EDM. It is updated only after saving the configuration followed by rebooting the system. A fix has been 

made to update RSMLT peer information only on saving the configuration without requiring a reboot. [wi01212121] 

 On the 8812XL/8612 XLRS modules, after disabling PCAP and then enabling it, the PCAP filter when set to mode rx or 

both does not capture rx traffic. A fix has been made to reset rxFilter properties correctly when PCAP is disabled and 

then enabled. [wi01214480] 

 Frames with size greater than 1522 will incorrectly show up as “Packet Errors” under port error statistics, although 

ERS8600/8800 supports frames up to MTU of 1950. A fix has been added to count such frames as Oversized Frames 

and not Packet Errors. [wi01222666] 

 On a ERS8600/8800 IST pair, when static route is configured with local next-hop, under certain conditions the hardware 

record for the static routes might get corrupted. [wi01219514] 

 Support has been added for TLS Security Renegotiation Indication Extension (RFC 5746) from OpenSSL. [wi01210953] 

 Robustness fixes have been made to the SSL module to detect SSL3 and TLS1 SSL versions correctly. [wi01210953] 

 When a MLT name has an exact length of 20 characters, the output for the “show vlan info fdb-entry” in CLI or the “show 

vlan mac-address-entry” in ACLI will get corrupted. A fix for proper termination of the string was made to avoid 

corrupting the string. [wi01223403] 

 Robustness fixes have been made for SSH module. [wi01221025] 
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Known Limitations 

 

 Due to a missing consistency check, a SNMPSET operation on the rcSysAccessPolicyTable with a string of length 

outside the valid range of 0-255 characters for the NetInetAddress or TrustedHostInetAddress MIBs, followed by a 

SNMPGET or SNMPWALK operation on the same table might result in a reset of the switch.   

 

Please refer to the Known Limitations section of the Release Notes for Ethernet Routing Switch 8600 Software Releases 

7.2.10.0, 7.2.10.11, 7.2.11.0, 7.2.12.0, 7.2.12.1, 7.2.12.2, 7.2.13.0, 7.2.14.0, 7.2.14.1, 7.2.15.0, 7.2.15.2, 7.2.16.0, 7.2.17.0, 

7.2.18.0. 

All the known limitations mentioned in previous release notes apply to this release as well. 

 

Documentation Corrections  

None 
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